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Thrust 1: Data Efficient Machine Learning
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millions of labeled images
1000’s of human hours trained on more texts than a 

human could read in a lifetime

learned by 
playing more 
games than even 
my teenage son
could stomach !

?

Can we train machines with less labeled  
data and less human supervision?



Data-Efficient Active Machine Learning
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Goal: machine automatically and adaptively 
selects most informative data for labeling



AFRL is using NEXT to help 
analysts build on-demand, 
mission-tailored detectors

Round 1

  +1   -1

Round 2

  +1   -1

Data-Efficient Active Search



Input:
Large unexplored dataset 
e.g. Imagery, LIDAR, Text

Analyst selects image of 
interest

Visual: Mixture of secondary roads, trees, & residential homes

Representation  
Learning

Good feature representations 
are key to good classification
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Representation  
Learning

Good feature representations 
are key to good classification

… but learning good features 
requires a lot of training data!



Embeddings 
From Learned 
Representations 

Good feature representations 
are key to good classification

https://vision.cornell.edu/se3/embeddings-and-metric-learning/



feature vector associated with each arm x1,x2, . . .xn 2 Rd
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construct confidence set Ct such that ✓⇤ 2 Ct with large probability
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Uncertainty Quantification
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Dani, Hayes, Kakade, 2008 
Rusmevichientong, Tsitsiklis (2010)       
Abbasi-Yadkori, Pal, Szepesvari (2011)
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construct confidence set Ct such that ✓⇤ 2 Ct with large probability

x⇤

✓⇤

upper confidence bounds: UCBi = max✓2Cthxi,✓i , i = 1, . . . , n

Optimism in Face of Uncertainty

confidence set
arms

sample arm with highest UCB: it = argmaxi max✓2Cthxi,✓i
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Update Uncertainty

confidence setarms
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nextml.org



• 50025 images 

• large variety of shoe styles 

• extracted CAFFE features, 4000-
dimensional, used PCA to extract 
1000-most significant

Boots

Shoes Slippers

Sandals

Fine Grained Visual Comparisons with Local Learning, Yu et al 2014Zappos50K Dataset

feature vector associated with each shoe/arm x1,x2, . . .xn 2 R1000
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 Red Boots Baby Shoes

Experimental Results with Human Subjects

linear bandits retrieve 2-3 times as many relevant items



Open Challenges

Theory and algorithms exist, but are limited by two key factors: 

1) Needs to learn from high-dimensional features              
(deep net features) 

2) Existing algorithms guarantee that long-run retrieval rate is  
     optimized, but nothing about performance early in process 

Goal: maximize rate of positive target retrieval



Feature Feedback

Human experts can provide more than just labels, 
they can provide explanations for the labels

For example, they could indicate specific features that 
were most relevant in deciding on the correct label

Feature feedback setup

q°Â� ÜßÐú°�°É¨ Â���Âãϗ �É �ĀÜ�ßê È�ā �ÂãÐ �� ��Â� êÐ ÜßÐú°�� �É
�ĀÜÂ�É�ê°ÐÉ §Ðß ê� Â���ÂϜ

"Ðß �Ā�ÈÜÂ�ϗ ê�ā �ÐïÂ� ÜÐ°Éê Ðïê ê� ãÜ��°đ� §��êïß�ã ê�ê û�ß�
ÈÐãê °ÈÜÐßê�Éê °É ���°�°É¨ ÐÉ ê� �Ðßß��ê Â���ÂϜ

ϕ V�Â�ú�Éê ûÐß�ã °É ê�ĀêϜ
ϕ ÐïÉ�°É¨ �ÐĀ °É °È�¨�Ϝ

SÐïÂ°ã �É� ��ã¨ïÜê� ϭͯͭͮʹϮ

ͱͭ

key words/phrases in text bounding boxes on salient regions



Interactive Search with Feature Feedback

Feature feedback setup

q°Â� ÜßÐú°�°É¨ Â���Âãϗ �É �ĀÜ�ßê È�ā �ÂãÐ �� ��Â� êÐ ÜßÐú°�� �É
�ĀÜÂ�É�ê°ÐÉ §Ðß ê� Â���ÂϜ

"Ðß �Ā�ÈÜÂ�ϗ ê�ā �ÐïÂ� ÜÐ°Éê Ðïê ê� ãÜ��°đ� §��êïß�ã ê�ê û�ß�
ÈÐãê °ÈÜÐßê�Éê °É ���°�°É¨ ÐÉ ê� �Ðßß��ê Â���ÂϜ

ϕ V�Â�ú�Éê ûÐß�ã °É ê�ĀêϜ
ϕ ÐïÉ�°É¨ �ÐĀ °É °È�¨�Ϝ

SÐïÂ°ã �É� ��ã¨ïÜê� ϭͯͭͮʹϮ

ͱͭ

politics

sports

arts

“score” documents according to
weighted combination of frequencies
of n words x1, x2, . . . , xn:

score = w1x1+w2x2+· · ·+wnxn

Goal: retrieve documents about politics

Urvashi

Key idea: start with all weights set to zero and incrementally 
include features into scoring model based on human feedback 

Newsgroup - reduced dimension

d = 1000, k ~ 250, n ~ 4000, p = 0.1

Our algorithms exploit sparsity
81


